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On Realization of Nonlinear Systems Described by 
Higher-Order Differential Equations 
A. J. van der Schaft 
Department of Applied Mathematics, Twente University of Technology, P.O. Box 217, 
7500 AE Enschede, The Netherlands 
Abstract. We consider systems of smooth nonlinear differential and alge- 
braic equations in which some of the variables are distinguished as "external 
variables." The realization problem is to replace the higher-order implicit 
differential equations by first-order explicit differential equations and the 
algebraic equations by mappings to the external variables. This involves the 
introduction of "state variables." We show that under general conditions 
there exist realizations containing a set of auxiliary variables, called "driving 
variables." We give sufficient conditions for the existence of realizations 
involving only state variables and external variables, which can then be split 
into input and output variables. It is shown that in general there are structural 
obstructions for the existence of such realizations. We give a constructive 
procedure to obtain realizations with or without driving variables. The realiz- 
ation procedure is also applied to systems defined by interconnections of
state space systems. Finally, a theory of equivalence transformations of 
systems of higher-order differential equations is developed. 
1. Introduction 
Realization theory for nonlinear systems is by now a well-established subject. 
We refer to [9] and [21], the survey [10], and the references cited therein. The 
central problem is one of constructing, fora given input-output map 
y(t)=F(u(r);O<_z<_t), t>_O, UE~ m, y~R p (1.1) 
(sometimes given as a Volterra series [1], [7] or in generating power series form 
[2], [7]), a (minimal) state space manifold M, a groundstate xo~M, and an 
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input-state-output system 
=f(x,  u), x(O) = Xo ~ M, 
y=h(x,u) ,  u~Rm, Y ~Rp, (1.2) 
living on M, which reproduces the same input-output map (1.1). 
As recently argued by Willems [22-24] this is, however, not the only realiz- 
ation problem one might wish to consider. Moreover, it is often not the most 
natural one. As a matter of fact, for (finite-dimensional) linear systems it is well 
known [13], [25] that instead of starting from a linear input-output map one can 
also consider linear higher-order differential equations in the inputs and outputs 
D y( t )=N u(t), yeR p, ucR ' ,  (1.3) 
where D(s) and N(s) are polynomial matrices of compatible dimensions. In 
order to justify the nomenclature of inputs u and outputs y one has to assume 
that D(s) is square with det D(s)~ 0 and that D-~(s)N(s) is a proper rational 
matrix. The realization problem is now to look for a linear input-state-output 
system 
Y¢ = Ax + Bu ~ 
y=Cx+DuJ  x~R n, u~R m, y~R p, (1.4) 
such that the totality of input functions u(t), t ~ R, and resulting output functions 
y(t), t ~ R, for different states x(0) at time 0 coincides with the set of function 
pairs (u(t), y(t)), t ~ R, satisfying (1.3) (where equality in (1.3) has to be under- 
stood in a distributional sense [23], [24], [15].) Notice that in this case we no 
longer specify the groundstate Xo as in (1.2). This also enables us to treat 
autonomous systems ~ = Ax, y = Cx. Of course, in the linear case there exists a 
natural groundstate x0 = 0, for which (1.4) reproduces the linear input-output 
map given by the inverse Laplace transform of D-t(s)N(s). As a matter of fact, 
apart from pole-zero cancellations, not much computational difference xists 
between both realization approaches in the linear case. 
A further generalization of (1.3) was proposed by Willems [22], by arguing 
that in many instances it is not necessary, or even desirable, to distinguish between 
inputs and outputs a priori. Instead, one may wish to start with a vector w ~ R q 
of external variables, and instead of (1.3) one considers higher-order differential 
equations in w: 
where R(s) is an arbitrary I x q polynomial matrix. It is now a modeling question 
which part of the w-vector can be correctly called inputs and which complemen- 
tary part outputs. 
For the nonlinear case all this suggests considering input-output systems 
given by smooth nonlinear higher-order ditterential equations 
Di(y,~,...,y(k))=N~(u,~i . . . .  ,u(k)), i= l , . . . ,p ,  UeN' ,  yeR ~', 
(1.6) 
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or, if we combine inputs and outputs into one vector of external variables w ~ R q, 
looking at systems described as 
Ri(w, ~i,,..., w~k~)=O, i= l , . . . ,  l, w~R ~, (1.7) 
where the Ri are smooth functions. 
For both descriptions one may try to find a state space realization (without 
fixed groundstate as in (1.2)) 
Yc=f(x,u)~ x~M, u~R m, yeR p. (1.8) 
y=h(x,u) J  
In the first description (1.6) the inputs u and outputs y are already specified, 
while in the second case (1.7) w has to be split into an input and an output part, 
i.e., Tw = col(y, u) for some permutation matrix T. 
In the linear case, as shown in [22] and [24], the input-output description 
(1.3), the external description (1.5), and the input-state-output description (1.4) 
are all equivalent, in the sense that one may freely pass from (1.3) to (1.4) and 
vice versa, and, given (1.5), one can always find a permutation matrix T such 
that R(s)T- I=[D(s)  i -N(s ) ]  with D(s) and N(s) as in (1.5). 
For the nonlinear case the situation is much more delicate, as already 
discussed in [14], [15], and [22], see also [4]. First, it is not obvious in what 
sense the equalities (1.6) and (1.7) have to be understood. A nonlinear analogue 
of distributional equality seems hard to get by, while it is in many cases too 
restrictive to assume that the output and input functions are all C k. In this paper 
we will adopt the pramatic approach of first assuming C~-smoothnoss of u, y, 
and w, then constructing a state space realization (1.8), and, finally, relaxing the 
smoothness assumptions on u, especially, as long as (1.8) continues to make sense. 
There are also structural problems. Most importantly, as shown in [4], given 
an input-output system (1.6), an input-state-output system (1.8) which realizes 
(1.6) may not always exist. Afortiori an external system (1.7) may not always 
be realizable by an input-state-output system. Secondly, due to the nonlinear 
structure of equations (1.7) it is clear that we cannot always rewrite (1.7) in the 
form (1.6). Furthermore, it is not immediate which additional assumptions have 
to be added to (1.6) in order that the variables u and y are correctly called inputs 
and outputs. Thirdly, it is not clear whether an input-state-output system always 
defines an input-output system (1.6) or external system (1.7). 
The main goal of this paper is to give sufficient conditions in order that an 
external system (1.7) can be realized as an input-state-output system (1.8). 
Furthermore, we shall give a constructive procedure to obtain such an input-state- 
output system if these conditions are satisfied. This procedure is closely related 
to a realization procedure for the linear case recently proposed by Schumacher 
[19], who was in turn inspired by the work of Willems [22-24]. If these conditions 
are not all met, then we shall show that in many cases it is still possible to realize 
the external system as a so-called driven state space system 
~=f(x,v)~ x~M, v~R r, w~R q, (1.9) 
w = g(x, v) J 
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where the v are arbitrary time-functions, called driving variables. As a matter of 
fact, we shall show that the main structural obstruction to obtaining an input- 
output realization is in the transition from a driven state space system (1.9) to 
an input-state-output system (1.8). This obstruction is geometrical in nature and 
has to do with certain integrability conditions, which generalize the conditions 
obtained in [4]. 
Usually one is not interested only in obtaining arbitrary driven state space 
or input-state-output systems realizing an external system, but the realization 
has to be minimal in some sense. Since autonomous (i.e., without inputs) systems 
are also included in our theory it is clear that we cannot require "controllability" 
of the realization. Instead, it will be shown, under some technical assumptions, 
that an arbitrary realization can always be reduced to a realization with minimal 
dimension of its state space. This minimal realization is, roughly speaking, 
observable. 
There is one appealing further generalization fthe description of an external 
system as given in (1.7). Instead of describing the external behavior in terms of 
higher-order differential equations olely in the external variables w, it is in many 
cases (e.g., electrical networks) more natural to describe it with. higher-order 
differential equations involving also some auxiliary, or internal, variables ~: 
Pi(w,~i',...,W~k~,~,6,...,~k))=O, i= l , . . . , l ,  W~R q, ~R s. (1.10) 
The external behavior described by (1.10) is defined as the set of (smooth) 
time-functions w(t) satisfying (1.10) for some (smooth) time-function ~(t). Notice 
also that input-state-output and driven state space systems are in this form. (In 
the first case the internal variables consist of the state variables, and in the second 
case of the state and the driving variables.) In the linear case this point of view 
was introduced in [22] and [23], and stressed in [19]; as a matter of fact, it is 
close to the approach proposed earlier by Rosenbrock [13]. Although equations 
(1.10) should serve as the "first definition" for systems described by higher-order 
differential equations, we postpone the treatment of this more general case to 
Section 5 in order to keep the notation and formulation of our results as simple 
as possible. We show in Section 5 that the realization results obtained for systems 
described by the more simple form (1.7) can be immediately generalized to this 
general case (1.10). 
Finally, we like to mention the possible connections with some recent work 
by Fliess [3], where higher-order nonlinear differential equations (of a somewhat 
restricted nature) in the inputs and outputs are considered in problems of (left 
and right) invertibility and input-output decoupling of nonlinear systems. 
2. Preliminaries 
Before proceeding with the realization procedure let us first fix notations and 
terminology. A (smooth) external system is given by a set of higher-order differen- 
tial equations 
R,(w, ~i,,..., w ~k~) =0, i= 1, . . ,  l, (2.1) 
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where w e R q denotes the vector of external variables and the equations Ri are 
C °O . (We mention that without too much difficulty this can be extended to the 
case when w belongs to an arbitrary manifold, see [15].) The (smooth) external 
behavior ~e(R) of the external system (2.1) is defined as 
'Ye(R) = {w: R--> R q [w is C °O and Ri(w(t), ~( t ) , . .  , w(k)(t)) = 0, 
i= 1 , . . . ,  l, Vt~ a}. (2.2) 
Notice that we restrict he solution set of (2.1) to the Coo time-functions. For 
simplicity we shall, throughout, make: 
Assumption 1. Every time-function w(t) defined on an interval [0, T], T> 0, 
and satisfying (2.1) can be extended to a time-function w: R -> R q satisfying (2.1). 
In the case when w = col(y, u), with y ~R p and u ~ R", and the external 
system (2.1) is given by equations 
Di(y, ~, . . , y(k)) = Ni( u, f~, . . , u(k)), i = 1, . . ,  p, (2.3) 
the external system is called an input-output system. Its (smooth) external behavior 
is defined as in (2.2) and is denoted by ~e(D, N). 
We now come to the state space systems. Let us call a system 
~=_,x,v,~f()'l x~M,  v~R r, weR q, (2.4) 
w = g(x, v) J 
where M is a smooth manifold, f and g are smooth, and v are the driving variables 
(arbitrary smooth functions of time), a driven state space system. Its external 
behavior Y~d(f, g) is defined as 
2d(f, g) = {w: R --> Rql3C 00 function v: R --> [~r and a state x0c M 
such that w(t)=g(x(t ) ,  v(t)), t~R,  where x(t) is the 
solution of g(t) =f(x(t) ,  v(t)), x(0) = Xo}. (2.5) 
Remark. In a more general (and more natural) definition of a driven state space 
system the space R r of the driving variables may also depend on the state x. This 
is formalized by defining a (vector) bundle B over M, the fibers of which contain 
the driving variables v, and by defining a bundle morphism F: B-> TM, 
which is in local coordinates (x, v) for B and (x, ~) for TM of the form 
F(x, v) = (x, :~ =f(x, v)). For a discussion of these issues see [22], [14], and [15]. 
A system 
=f(x, u) 
y=h(x ,u ) J  
xeM,  u~ m, yeR p, (2.6) 
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with M a smooth manifold andf  and h smooth mappings, iscalled an input-state- 
output system. Its (smooth) external behavior Zi/s/o(f, h) is given as 
Ei/~/o(f, h) = {(y(. ), u(. )): R-~ R p x R r~ [u(. ) is smooth and 3Xo ~ M 
such that y( t )= h(x(t),  u(t)), t~a ,  where x(t) 
is the solution of ~(t )=f(x( t ) ,  u(t)), x(0)= Xo}. (2.7) 
In analogy with Assumption I we shall, throughout, make the following complete- 
ness assumption on the state space systems: 
Assumption 2. The solution of ~ =f(x, v), x(0) = Xo is defined for any t s R and 
any smooth v(.) and Xo~ M. 
It is clear that every input-state-output system (2.6) can also be written as 
a driven state space system. Simply, define g(x, v) as 
g(x, v) = col(h(x, v), v) (2.8) 
and identify the driving variables v with the inputs u. The other way around does 
not work in general. For example, if g in (2.4) does not depend on v then clearly 
the driven state space system cannot be written as an input-state-output system. 
See [14] for a discussion of these issues. 
Given an external system (2.1) with external behavior Y~e(R) the following 
realization problems can be posed: 
(1) Does a driven state space system (2.4) such that ~d(f~ g) = Ee(R) exist? 
If so, then (2".4) is called a driven realization of (2.1). 
(2) Does an input-state-output system (2.6) and a permutation matrix T on 
R q such that 2i/s/o(f, h) = 2~(R), where Tw = col(y, u), exist? If so, then 
(2.6) is called an input-output realization of (2.1). 
These realization problems form the contents of the next two sections. 
3. The Linear Case 
Before going to a realization procedure for nonlinear external systems, we shall 
first briefly describe a realization procedure for linear external systems. This 
procedure is very close to the one recently proposed by Schumacher [19]. In 
Section 4 we will try to mimic this procedure for nonlinear systems. A linear 
external system is given by equations 
R(d)  w(t)=0, wcR q, (3.1) 
where R(d /dt )  is the linear differential operator given by the I x q polynomial 
matrix 
R(s) = Ro+ Rls +" • • + RkS k (3.2) 
for some k ~ N and constant matrices Ro, . . . ,  Rk. 
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A linear driven state space system is denoted as 
~=Ax+Bv~ 
w=Fx+GvJ  x~R", v~R r, w~[~ q, (3.3) 
and its smooth external behavior as Ed(A, B, F, G). A linear input-state-ouput 
system is denoted as 
~= Ax + Bu ~ 
y=Cx+DuJ  xcR", u~R m, y~R p, (3.4) 
and its external behavior as ~,i/s/o(A, B, C, D) .  
The realization procedure consists of three steps. First we shall realize (3.1) 
by a driven state space system. In order to do so define a ((k + 1 ) x q)- dimensional 
state vector col(w, ~b,..., w<k>), and driving variables v ~ R q. Then 
together with the/-dimensional output 
defines a driven state space system. Since we are looking for all time-functions 
w(t) satisfying (3.1), we can equivalently ook for all state trajectories of (3.5a) 
which are contained in the kernel of the linear output map (3.5b). Using geometric 
control theory [26] this can be rephrased as: Find the maximal controlled invariant 
subspace of (3.5a) contained in the kernel of (3.5b). 
This space exists and can be calculated [26]. Call it X1C R (k+l)×q. After 
feedback, system (2.5a) can then be restricted to this subspace X1, yielding a 
system of the form 
~l = Alx] + B]vl, xl e X, (3.6a) 
with v~ the new driving variables. Since X1 is a subspace of R (k÷~>×q we can 
define the projection of X~ onto the first q components of R k×q. Call this F1. 
Then we have the output equations 
W = F ix  I . (3.6b) 
By construction this driven state space system (3.6) is a driven realization of (3.1). 
The second step of the realization procedure is to construct an input-output 
realization. Roughly speaking we have to decide which components of the 
w-vector can serve as inputs, respectively outputs. This is done by maximally 
reducing the "number of integrations" from the driving variables vl to the outputs 
w. Specifically, since the driving variables v~ in (3.6a) are arbitrary smooth 
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functions, it follows that the components of the state x 1 contained in Im B~ are 
smooth functions. Therefore we can define these state components as the new 
driving variables for a system with state space Xt/Im Bt. Furthermore, the image 
of these state components under the mapping F~ qualify as input components of 
w. This procedure can be repeated. More formally we construct the nondecreasing 
sequence of subspaces 
St = Im Bt, 
S2 = SI + At( S~ c~ Ker Ft) (3.7) 
S~+,= S~+AI(Si n Ker F~), i=2 , . . . .  
Due to the finite-dimensionality we get, for a certain i, Si+l = S~. Denote S* := S+ = 
S~+t, then it follows that S* is conditioned invariant, i.e., 
At(S* n Ker F1) c S*. (3.8) 
Furthermore, it can be proved that S* is the minimal conditioned invariant 
subspace containing Im Bt. Now let us choose a basis of X~ adapted to S* and 
Ft in such a way that 
$*= , KerF l= * , 
(z,) 
Z2 
X 1 -- (3.9) 
Z3 " 
Z4 
By (3.8) and Im Bt c S*, the matrices A1, B~, and Ft in this basis have the form 
/al l  At2 a13 a~+\ / Bt~ 1 
(A,1 ~22 A23 A24~, B,= IB2t| F I=(F l t  0 0 F1,). 
\A4I 0 A+3 A~/  kO0] 
(3.10) 
Hence, on X~ S* we obtain the equations 
z3 = A33z3 + Z34z4-Ji- A31zl, (3.11) 
Z4 -~ A43z3 d- Aa4Z+  m41z1 • 
Since Ker Fll = 0 there exists a permutation matrix T such that 
(°1) 
TFlt= G2 ' 
with <5;2 a regular matrix. Denote 
G2 G4 
Then u = G2zt + G4z4. It follows from the algorithm (3.7) that z~ is an arbitrary 
smooth function and hence u is an arbitrary smooth function, and so qualifies 
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as an input. Now substitute zl = G2~u - G21G4z4 into (3.11) to obtain equations 
of the form (with x2 = col(z3, z4)) 
x2 = A2x2 + B2 u, x2 ~ X2 := X~/S*. (3.12a) 
Moreover, since y = G3z4+ G~z~ we obtain output equations 
y = C2x2+ D2u. (3.12b) 
By construction the external behavior of the input-state-output system (3.12) 
equals the external behavior of the driven state space system (3.6) and hence the 
external behavior of the external system (3.1). So (3.12) is an input-output 
realization. 
The third and final step of the realization procedure is to reduce (3.12) to a 
minimal input-output realization. This is simply done by computing the maximal 
unobservability subspace 
0 = ~ Ker C2Ai~ -1 (3.13) 
i~1  
and by factoring out X2 by the subspace 0. Then we obtain the observable 
input-state-output system 
Y¢3 = A3x3 + B3u ] 
Y=C3xa+ Dau J t x3~X3=X2/O. (3.14) 
Remark. As already indicated, in general (3.14) will not be controllable. 
However, we have the following nice condition directly in terms of the defining 
polynomial matrix R(s): (3.14) is controllable if and only if dim Ker R(s) does 
not depend on s c C (for a proof see [15]). 
Summarizing the construction of a minimal input-state-output system realiz- 
ing the external system (3.1) consists of three steps (consult [19] for more details): 
Step 1. Compute the maximal controlled invariant subspace of (3.5a) con- 
tained in Ker (Ro i " " " i Rk). Restrict the system to this subspace 
to obtain the driven realization (3.6). 
Step 2. Compute the minimal conditioned invariant subspace of (3.6) con- 
taining Im B~. Factor out by this subspace to obtain the input-output 
realization (3.12). 
Step 3. Compute the maximal unobservability subspace of (3.12). Factor 
out by this subspace to obtain the minimal input-output realization 
(3.14). 
4. The Nonlinear Case 
In this section we try to mimic for nonlinear systems the realization procedure 
described in section 3 for linear systems. 
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First we note that, as in the linear case, we can associate to any nonlinear 
external system 
Ri(w,~i, , . . . ,w(k))=O, i=1  . . . .  ,l, w~R q, (4.1) 
a driven state space system with linear dynamics 
(4.2a) 
where ~ ~ R 1 are the driving variables, and with smooth nonlinear output functions 
z~ = R,(w, ¢e~ . . . .  w(k)), i = 1 , . . . ,  I. (4.2b) 
In step 1 of the linear realization procedure we computed the maximal controlled 
invariant subspace X1 contained in the subspace zl . . . . .  zt = 0. Similarly, in 
the nonlinear case we compute the "maximal controlled invariant submanifold 
contained in the set zl . . . . .  zz = 0." The notion of controlled invariant submani- 
fold was introduced in [17], [18]: 
Definition 4.1. Let 
:~ = go(x) + ~ ujgj(x), x ~ M, (4.3) 
j=t 
be a nonlinear state space system. A submanifold N c M is called controlled 
invariant for (4.3) if there exists a smooth feedback 
uj = aj(x), j = 1 , . . . ,  m, (4.4) 
such that the feedback transformed vector field 
= go(x) + ~ aj(x)gj(x),  x ~ M, (4.5) 
j= l  
is tangent o N in any point of N (and so the solutions of (4.5) starting in N 
remain in N).  
In the linear case this is just the definition of a controlled invariant subspace. 
On the other hand, let Vc  R" be a controlled invariant subspace of a linear 
system. Then V also defines a controlled invariant distribution, namely the 
(constant) distribution Vc  TxR" =R" for any x e R". Hence the generalization 
of linear controlled invariance to the nonlinear case can be performed in at least 
two different ways ~. controlled invariant submanifolds as in Definition 3.1, or the 
controlled invariant distributions as introduced in [5] and [8]. In our case we 
need the first generalization. A major problem of this first generalization is that 
the existence of a maximal controlled invariant submanifold contained in a given 
subset is not guaranteed (contrary to the case of controlled invariant distributions, 
see [5] and [8]). For instance, consider the system 
= u, Yl = x, Y2 = x - 1. (4.6) 
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Clearly, the maximal controlled invariant submanifold contained in yt = Y2 = 0 
does not exist. Hence, we have to impose extra conditions on the system. 
Theorem 4.2 [17], [18]. Let 
:~ = go(x) + ~ ujgj(x), x ~ M, 
j~ l  (4.7) 
Yi = Hi(x), i = 1, . . .  p, 
be a nonlinear system. For each output H~ define the characteristic number pi as the 
smallest nonnegative integer for which (see [7], [8]) 
3jE{1, m} suchthat L L~'oHi(x)~O forsome x~M.  (4.8) • ' ' ,  g j  
Suppose that for i = 1 , . . ,  p, pi exists. Define the p x m matrix A(x)  with (i, j)th 
element 
Au(x) = LsjL~'oHi(x). (4.9) 
Suppose that rank A(x) = p for any x ~ M. Then the maximal controlled invariant 
submanifold contained in Yl . . . . .  yp = 0 exists and is given as 
N* = {xlLkoH~(x) = O, k = O, 1 . . . .  ,p,, i = 1 , . . . ,  p}, (4.10) 
where the functions k LgoH~, k = O, 1,. . . . .  , p~, i = 1 , . . . ,  p, are all independent. Fur- 
thermore, the needed feedback (4.4) is given as a solution of 
A(x)a(x)  + b(x) = T(x), (4.11) 
where b(x) is the vector with ith component L~,o+lHi(x), and 7(x) is a vector of 
functions which are zero on N*. Finally, let fl(x) be an m x (p -  m) matrix with 
rank p - m satisfying 
A(x)f l (x)=O. (4.12) 
Then the (degenerate)feedback 
p- -m 
u j=%(x)+ Y. fljk(X)Vk, (4.13) 
k=l  
with aj a solution of (4.11), yields a control system 
) ~=go(x)+ °9(x)gj(x)+ E Vk fljk(X)gj(x) (4.14) 
j= l  k=l  j=  
with p - m inputs Vk, which can be restricted to a control system on N*. 
Proof. The above procedure was introduced in [7] and [8] for calculating the 
maximal controlled invariant distribution contained in the distribution dill = 
. . . .  drip = 0. We shall show that it also yields the maximal controlled invariant 
submanifold N* given in (4.10). From Lemma 3.10 of [7] it follows that the 
functions LkoHi, k = 0, 1 , . . . ,  pi, i = 1 , . . . ,  p, are independent, sothat N* defined 
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by (4.10) is a submanifold. N* is controlled invariant since we have (with d/dt  
differentiation along the system (4.7)) 
d k = l .k+l~/' .  + ~ k ujLgjLgoH i. (4.15) 
j= l  
It now follows from the definition of pl that 
d k = ' 
-dt Lg°Hi k = O, 1 , . . . ,  Pi - 1, 
d lh+~14 + ~ ujLgjL~oH ~ (4.16) -~tL'g'oni=-go--i s=l 
= b~ + ~ usA o. 
j= l  
+ "* 
Therefore, if u s = as(x) is a solution of (4.11) then the vector field go Y,s=l cggj 
is tangent o N*. 
Furthermore, by (4.16) all functions LkgoH,, k = 0, 1 , . . . ,  p~, i -- 1 , . . .  p, have 
to be zero on any controlled invariant submanifold contained in H~(x) . . . . .  
Hv(x) = 0. Hence N* is the maximal controlled invariant submanifold contained 
in Hi(x) . . . . .  Hp(x)=0. It also follows from (4.16) that, with 13(x) defined 
LsoH, k=O, 1 , . . . ,p i ,  i= 1 , . . . ,p ,  by (4.12), the derivatives of the functions k 
along the feedback transformed system (4.14) equal 
d k ]" k+l ~_/. k = 0, 1, Pi - 1, "~-t Lgo H, = -go --,, " " ,  
(4.17) 
d o -~ Lg'oHi = 3% i= 1 , . . . ,  p, 
and hence (4.14) can be restricted to a control system on N*. [] 
Remark 1. Notice that N* can be empty. 
Remark 2. In order to define a feedback transformed system (4.14) which can 
be restricted to N* the assumption that the matrix A(x)  is surjective for any 
x ~ M can be relaxed to the assumption that A(x)  is surjective for any x ~ N* 
(see [17]). 
Let us now apply Theorem 4.2 to the driven state space system (4.2), with 
go(W, v0,...,  w (k)) = col(vO,..., w (k), 0), (4.18) 
gj(w, ~i,,..., w (k)) = co l (0 , . . . ,  0, e:), j = 1 , . . . ,  q, 
and output mappings R~(w, w,. . . ,  w~k)), i = 1 , . . . , / .  In order to compute p: 
notice that 
LgsL°oR, = LgsR , = ~) .  (4.19) 
Ow) 
Suppose that for a certain i, ORdOw} k) =- 0 for all j = 1 , . . . ,  q. Then p~ -> 1 and in 
order to compute p~ we have to proceed with the calculation of 
q_ [OR~ + OR~ OR~ (k)~ 
LsoR,= ~ /~ i , ,  f f ,+ . . .+~w,  J. (4.20) 
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Since ORi/Ow) k) --~ 0, j = 1, . . . ,  q, we obtain 
OR, 
LgjLeog, = awJk_~), j = 1,..., q. (4.21) 
Suppose that for this i also oR,/awJ k-~)- 0 for all j = 1 , . . . ,  q. Then p, _> 2 and 
we compute from (4.20) that 
L2oR,: ~ (OR, ff,+aR, w~3)+. " "+ ag, ,,(k)~ 
,= ,  \aw, acvs aw~ k-~) "" } 
( L (OR,~ + L (OR,~ +_ / OR, \wfk_,}). 
8" 
(4.22) 
Since dR,/awJ k) = O, j = 1,..., q, we obtain 
L 2 OR, 
~jLsoR, = owJk_2), j = 1,..., q. (4.23) 
We continue in this way to obtain: 
Theorem 4.3. Consider the driven state space system (4.2), and the let the vector 
fields go and gj be defined as in (4.18). The characteristic number O, is the smallest 
nonnegative integer for which 
OR, 
: : l j~{1,. . . ,q} suchthat Ow~O,)(x)#O forsome x=(w .... ,w (k)) 
(4.24) 
and the matrix A(x) has (i,j)th element 
OR, 
Aij(x) =~(x) ,  x=(w, ~i,,..., wfk)). (4.25) 
Proof. First we prove by induction that if for any r < k 
OR, OR, ORi 
• . • (k) = ~, (k-l) =--" OW~k_,_l)-- 0 for all j = 1 . . . .  , q, (4.26) 
OP1/j U~j  
then L~oRi s of the form 
L,goRi= ~ /OR, ,,, OR, ' ,+r OR, ) I--w'~'+.---:-w~ '+. . .+~w~ k) 
+c, ~.. (L (OR,~ ( Lso(~w:k_ ,}  ~ 
• =, \  ~°\aw,/'-'-'+''.+ \aw~-) /  / 
(L2 /ORi'~ ( OR, ~ ) +c2 s=, ~" \ e°\~wj W(2~-z)+" "+ L2° \~]  w~k-2) 
d l - ' ' "  
+c,_, ~ (L= 'laR''x w.+. . .+-r_ , l  aRi \ 
,=, (4.27) 
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for certain constants cl, c2, . . . ,  cr-1. Indeed, for r=0,  1 we have proved this in 
(4.20) and (4.22). Let now L'goR~ be of the form (4.27) and let 
aRt 
ow~k_r) m 0 for all j = 1 , . . . ,  q. (4.28) 
Then all the terms in (4.27) involving aR~/awJ k-r) vanish, and an easy calculation 
shows that t r+l]~, r _go .., = Lso(LsoR~) is again of the form (4.27) with r replaced by r+ 1. 
It immediately follows from (4.27) that if (4.26) is satisfied then 
OR~ 
LgjL~oR,- .(k-r), j = 1 , . . . ,  q. (4.29) Owj 
The theorem is now an immediate consequence of the definition of the integers 
p~ and the matrix A(x). [] 
In order to apply Theorem 4.2 we have to assume that for any i = 1 . . . .  , l, p~ 
exists and that rank A(x) = I for any x = (w, lb, . . . ,  w(k)). By Theorem 4.3 we see 
that p~ exists if and only if the function Rj is not equal to a constant function, 
and if p~ exists then p~ -</c Therefore we make the standing assumption: 
Assumption 3. For any i = 1 , . . . ,  l, the functions R~ are not constant. 
Of course this assumption is harmless ince we may always leave out the 
equation R~(w, w, . , . ,  w (k)) = 0 in (4.1) if R~ is identically zero and if R~ is constant 
there is no solution to (4.1) (see also Section 6). The next standing assumption 
is more serious. 
Assumption 4. The rank of the matrix 
w,  . . . , i=  1 , . . . ,  1, 
equals l for any (w, ~i,,..., w(k)). 
j = 1 , . . . ,  q, (4.30) 
In Section 6 we analyze the generality of Assumption 4, starting from the 
observation that in the linear case (3.1) Assumption 4 amounts to assuming the 
polynomial matrix R(s) to be row proper; an assumption which can always be 
made if we allow for certain operations on the defining equations R~ which leave 
the external behavior invariant (see Proposition 6.1). 
As a consequence of Theorems 4.2 and 4.3 and Assumptions 3 and 4 we 
conclude that the maximal controlled invariant submanifold of the driven state 
space system (4.2a) contained in the output mappings (4.2b) exists and is given 
by 
N •= {(w, w , . . . ,  w (k)) ~. R(k+l)qlLgoR~( w, W, • • •, W(k))= 0, 
r=0,  1 , . . . ,  Pi, i=  1 , . . . ,  1}, (4.31) 
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where pi is defined as in (4.24) and the equations LrsoRi are of the form (4.27). 
Furthermore, by Theorem 4.2 there exists a feedback 
~= a(x )+ ~(x)v,  x= (w, ~i,, . . . . .  w~k)), (4.32) 
with v ~ R m, m := q - l, rank/3(x) = q - l, such that the feedback transformed 
driven state space system (4.2) can be restricted to a system on N*: 
Yc 1 = g~(x 1) + ~ vjg~(xl), x 1 ~ M 1 := N*. (4.33a) 
j= l  
Since M ~ = N* is a submanifold of R ~k÷l)q the projection of N* onto the first q 
components of R ~k+l)q is a smooth mapping. Hence we obtain smooth output 
functions 
wj = G~(xl), j = 1 , . . . . ,  q. (4.33b) 
By construction, as in the linear case, the driven state space system (4.33) is a 
driven realization of the external system (4.1). 
Remark. Actually, at this point it becomes clear that we should use the more 
general definition of a driven state space system alluded to in Section 2. As a 
matter of fact, the kernel of the matrix A(w, ~, . . . ,  w <k)) given by (4.30) defines 
at every point x 1 c M 1 an m-dimensional subspace of the tangent space of M 1 
in x 1, and hence defines an m-dimensional distribution on M 1. The input vector 
fields g~, . . . ,  g l  in (4.33a) have to be such that they span this distribution; and 
there may be structtfral obstructions to finding such globally defined vector fields. 
However, as can be readily checked, the results of this section, rephrased to this 
more general setting, remain the same. 
Now we are heading for an input-output realization of (4.1). Recall that in 
step 2 of the linear realization procedure we had to compute the minimal 
conditioned invariant subspace containing the directions corresponding to the 
driving variables. In the nonlinear case, conditioned invariance is defined as 
follows (see [8], [12]): 
Definition 4,4. Let 
,~ = go(x) + ~, ujgA x ), x E M, 
j=l  
y ,=Hi (x ) ,  i=1  . . . . .  p, 
(4.34) 
be a nonlinear system. An involutive distribution S on M is conditioned invariant 
if 
j = 0, 1 , . . . ,  m. (4.35) 
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Of special importance for us are conditioned invariant distributions contain- 
Le., 
1r,go(Tr(x)) = ~o(Tr(x), H i (x ) , . . . ,  Hp(x)), (4.41a) 
7r, gj = O, j = 1 , . . . ,  m. (4.41b) 
Proof. Equation (4.41b) immediately follows from (4.39b). In a coordinate 
neighborhood U for M we can write w=(~r l , . . . ,  ~rk). It is clear that on 
w- l (U) P = span{dlr l , . . . ,  d~rk}, with k = dim P. Then (4.39a) yields 
dL~ m = L~ d~r~  span{dTrl . . . .  , ~rk} + span{dill . . . .  , drip}, 
i=  1 . . . .  , k: (4.42) 
Define the map F: M~/~ x R p by F(x )= (~r(x), Hi (x ) , . . . ,  Hp(x)). Then by 
(4.42) there exist one-forms t~j on U x R p such that 
dLsoTri = F*t~, i = 1 , . . . ,  k. (4.43) 
Since F* dctl = dF*,~i = d(dLgjr~) =0 there exist functions ~,  i = 1 , . . . ,  k, on 
U x R p such that a~ -~ = d~o. Since ~r is a submersion the functions ~'~,. . . ,  Irk are 
ing the input vector fields gj, j = 1 , . . . ,  m, i.e., 
[go, Sn( ,=~ ker dH,) ] c S, (4.36a) 
gj ~ S, j = 1 , . . . ,  m. (4.36b) 
If S is a regular distribution (i.e., involutive and of constant dimension), then, 
equivalently, we can switch over to the codistribution level. Let P be a regular 
(i.e., involutive and of constant dimension) codistdbution, then we define its 
annihilating (regular) distribution as 
ker P(x)  = {X(x) c TxMla(X) (x )  = 0, for any one-form a in P}. (4.37) 
Now let P be a regular codistribution such that ker P = S. Then it is proved by 
Corollary 4.3 of [8] that (4.35) is equivalent to 
LsjP c P+ span{dill . . . . .  , drip}, j = 0, 1 . . . .  , m, (4.38) 
and (4.36) is therefore quivalent to 
LsoP = P + span{dill . . . .  , drip}, (4.39a) 
gj ~ ker P, j = 1 , . . . ,  m. (4.39b) 
The following theorem is a global version of Proposition 3 in [16]. 
Theorem 4.5. Let (4.34) be a nonlinear system. Let P be a regular codistribution 
satisfying (4.39). Suppose that the regular distribution ker P can be globally factored 
out, i.e., there exists a manifold 1V1 and a surjective submersion 7r: M ~ J~l such that 
ker 7r. = ker 1>. Furthermore, assume that ~4 is simply connected. Then (4.34) projects 
under ~r to a nonlinear system on 1C/1, driven by the outputs y = (Yl, . . . , Yp): 
= go(x, Y), ~ e/~r, (4.40) 
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a partial coordinate system on M. Recalling that Lgowi = d~ri(go) is just the 
component of the vector field go corresponding to the ith coordinate function 
~ri, it follows that on U x R v 
• r.go(1r(x)) = go(~'(x), HI (x ) , . . . ,  He(x)), (4A4) 
with ~o(£,y)=col (g~(£,y) , . . . ,gk(£,y)) .  Since h4t is simply connected the 
definition of g0 extends to a global map ~o: M x R v --> TM satisfying (4.41a). 
[] 
Roughly speaking, the above theorem shows that the dynamics of the part 
of the state corresponding to a conditioned invariant codistribution P for which 
gj ~ ker P, is only driven by the outputs H i (x ) , . . . ,  He(x). We need one easy 
corollary. 
Corollary 4.6. Let (4.34) be a nonlinear system and let P be a codistribution as 
in Theorem 4.5. Suppose that the functions H1, . . . , Hp (possibly after a permutation ) 
are such that for a certain s o 
P + span{dH~ . . . .  , drip} = P + span{rills+l,..., dHv}. (4.45) 
Correspondingly, denote the first s components of y by y~, and the last p -s  
components by y2. Then the system projects under 7r to a system of the form 
= go(x, Y:), y2 ~ Rp-s, (4.46a) 
y~ = h(£, yZ). (4.46b) 
Proof Equation (4.46a) immediately follows from the proof of Theorem 4.5. 
By (4.45) we have 
span{dH~,..., dHs} c p + span{dHs+l,..., drip} (4.47) 
from (4.46b) follows. [] 
Let us return to Definition 4.4 and assume that S~ and $2 are two involutive 
conditioned invariant distributions, i.e., satisfying (4.35). It immediately follows 
that the distribution S1 n S: also satisfies (4.35) and so is conditioned invariant. 
Hence, by an application of Zorn's lemma there always exists a minimal condi- 
tioned invariant distribution containing a given distribution, denoted as S*. This 
S* can be computed using the S*-algorithm, as follows. Consider the nonlinear 
system (4.34). Define the distribution Ao as Ao(x) = span{gl(x),..., gin(X)}. Then 
define the increasing sequence of distributions (see [8]) 
$1 = Ao, 
S2=SI q-[go, S1 c~(iffi~lkerdHi)] (4.48) 
. . . 
where ,~ denotes the involutive closure of a distribution S. If we assume that all 
the distributions Sk have constant dimension then by the finite-dimensionality 
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of M the algorithm terminates in a finite number of steps, i.e., there exists a 
k < dim M such that 
Sk+l = Sk and Sk+~ = Sk, VI -  1. (4.49) 
Denote Sk+~ = Sk = S* then it follows that S* is a regular distribution and is the 
minimal conditioned invariant distribution containing Ao. (Of course, by replacing 
A0 with an arbitrary distribution D we can compute the minimal conditioned 
invariant distribution containing D in the same way.) Define the regular codistri- 
bution P* by ker P*= S*, then it immediately follows that P* is the maximal 
condition invariant codistribution such that Ao c ker P*. Assume now that P* 
also satisfies the additional technical assumptions of Theorem 4.5, then it follows 
that under ,r: M --> M, with ker ~r. = ker P*, the nonlinear system (4.34) projects 
to 
= go(~, Y), 2 ~ M, (4.50) 
and that ~ is the maximal part of the state of (4.34) which is driven only by the 
outputs. 
Let us now try, as in the linear case, to apply all this to the driven state space 
system (4.33) which is a driven realization of the external system(4.1). In order 
to do this we shall, throughout, make the following additional assumptions: 
Assumption 5. In the S*-algorithm for (4.33) the distributions S~ and Skt"~ 
(f']~P=~ ker dHi) all have constant dimension. As a consequence S* is a regular 
distribution. 
Assumption 6. Let P* be the regular codistribution on M 1 such that ker P* = S*. 
Assume P* satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 4.5, i.e., there exists a surjective 
submersion 7r: M ~ --> M 2 such that ker 1r. = ker P 'S*,  with M 2 a simply connected 
manifold. 
Assumption 7. By Assumption 5 P*+span{dG] , . . . ,dGq} has constant 
dimension k: Furthermore, assume that the functions G~, . . . ,  G~ are independent 
and can be permuted in such a way that 
p* + span{dG[, . . . ,  dG~} = P* + span{dG~s+l,..., dG~q}, (4.51) 
where (q -s )+d im P*= k: 
Under these assumptions it follows from Theorem 4.5 and Corollary 4.6 that 
we obtain from the driven state space system (4.33), i.e., 
:~1 = gl(x l  ) + ~ vjg~(xl), x I ~ M 1, 
j=! (4.52) 
wj = GJ(xl),  j = 1 , . . . ,  q, 
an input-state-output system living on M 2 of the form 
:~2 =f (x  2, u), u ~ R q-s, 
y = h(x 2, u), y ~ R ~, (4.53) 
w = col(y, u). 
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As in the linear case we would like to conclude that (4.53) is an input-output 
realization of the external system (4.1). However, this is not generally true. The 
problem is that the time-functions u(t), i.e., the last q -s  components of w(t), 
are in general not arbitrary smooth functions, as is needed for (4.53) to be an 
input-output realization. This can already be seen in the following simple example 
of a driven state space system: 
Xl ~ Vl, 
x2 = rE, (4.54) 
:~3 = xlv2, 
wi = xi, i = 1, 2, 3. 
Here Ao = span{a/axl, 0/0x2+ x1(O/ax3)}. Since [0/0x~, 0/0x2+ Xl(O/ax3)] = O/Oxa 
we have z~ o = TR 3= S*. Factoring out by S* we obtain an input-state-output 
system without state, where all the components of w are declared to be inputs, i.e., 
wl = ui, i = 1, 2, 3. (4.55) 
However, it is clear from (4.54) that the mapping from R to R 3 given by to  
col(wl(t), w2(t), w3(t)) is not an arbitrary smooth map. (As a matter of fact, the 
components wl satisfy the differential relation w3 = ~/'1r/'2+ w~w2.) Therefore the 
external behavior of the input-state-output system (4.5)) is larger than the external 
behavior of the driven state space system (4.54). Hence, in general, we only have: 
Proposition 4.7. The external behavior of the input-state-output system (4.53) 
contains the external behavior of the driven state space system (4.52) and hence 
contains the external behavior of the external system (4.1). 
Now we wish to give a set of sufficient conditions in order that the external 
behavior of (4.53) equals the external behavior of (4.52), and so (4.52) is an 
input-output realization. Recall that in the linear case no extra conditions are 
needed. Notice also that the problems in the foregoing example (4.54) are due 
to the noninvolutivity of the distribution Ao. This suggests the following set of 
sufficient conditions. 
Theorem 4.8. Consider the driven state space system (4.52). Consider the S*- 
algorithm for (4.52). Suppose that the distributions Sk, k=O, 1, 2 , . . . ,  in this 
algorithm are all involutive. Then the input-state-output system (4.53) on M 2 
(where or: MI-> M 2 is a surjective submersion such that ker or. = S*) has the same 
external behavior as (4.52). 
Proof. The proof is very similar to the proof of the feedback linearization 
theorem due to Jakubczyk and Respondek [! 1] and Hunt and Su [6]. For ease 
of notation let us denote 
A:=g~, 
Bj:=g~, j= l , . . . ,m,  
Cj:=G~, j= l , . . . ,q .  
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Define N~ as the smallest integer -> 1 such that 
a~:= dim $~, -d im S~r,~ kerd >0. 
Then let N2 be the smallest 
az := dim SN~ - dim (SN2 
\ 
integer > Na such that 
c~ ker d > ot 1- 
Inductively let, for i> 1, N~ be the smallest integer > Ni-1 such that 
a, := dim SN~ - dim ( SN, n ( j=~] ker dCj ) ) > a~_~ . 
The distributions S~ in the increasing sequence 
S ,="  "=SN,=' ' ' cSN2 =" " "= sNk=S *
are by assumption all involutive and of constant dimension. Hence, by a general- 
ized Frobenius' theorem [11, Lemma 1] there exist local coordinates x= 
(x , , . . . ,  xn) for M '  such that the integral manifold of S~ are of the form 
xj = Cj, j =/~ + 1 , . . . ,  n, Cj constant (tzi = dim S~). 
Denote x = (2~,. . . ,  2 Nk, 2), where 21 consists of the first Pl =/zl coordinates of 
x, 2 2 consists of the next P2 =/z2-  #~ coordinates,. . . ,  2 Nk consists of the last 
PNk =/ZN~ --#Nk--X cordinates of (2~,. . . ,  2N~). Also, the distributions SN, 
(['-)~=1 ker dCj) for i = 1 , . . . ,  k, are involutive and of constant dimension. Hence 
the coordinates 2N,, i = 1 , . . . ,  k, can be chosen as 2 ~ = (x N,, £N,) in such a way 
that the integral manifolds of SN, n (O~=1 ker dCj) are of the form 
xj = Cj, j - /zN,  + 1 , . . . ,  n, Cj constants, 
£~ = C Nj, j = 1 , . . . ,  i, C~ constant vectors. 
From the definition of N~, . . . ,  Nk it then follows that for N~ - i < N~ (1 - r < s --- 
k) the integral manifolds of S~ w (1"-)~=1 ker dC~) are of the form 
x j= C j ,  j=  la, i + l ,  . . . , n,  
£Nj = C%, j= 1,..., r. 
Write A = (A~,. . . ,  A k, .4) corresponding to the splitting x = (21, . . . ,  2 Nk, 2). To 
simplify notation define for j # N ,  i = 1 , . . . ,  k, 
xJ :~ ~J. 
As in the feedback linearization theorem [11, Theorem 1], the condition 
Si+l=Si+[A, S in(~kerdCj ) ] ,  i=l , . . . ,Nk,  
j=l  
implies that: 
(a) fJ does not depend on x l , . . . ,  x a-~, j = 3, 4 . . . . .  
(b) rank(OfJ /ox J-~) = pj, j =2, 3 . . . . .  
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The difference with the feedback linearization case lies in the following: 
(c) f i  may depend on £N~,..., £N~, j = 1 , . . . ,  Nk. 
Notice furthermore that: 
(d) span{a/a£N~,..., a/a£ Nk} c~ (f'l~=, ker dCj) = O. 
Now let us finish the proof of the theorem. 
By definition S 1= span{B1,.. . ,  Bin}. Hence the time derivative ~1 can be 
made into an arbitrary time-function by proper choice of the (abitrary) driving 
variables. Hence the functions x ~ can be made arbitrary. Since by (b) 
rank (af2/ax 1) =P2 it follows that the time-derivative ~2 and hence g2 can be 
made arbitrary. Continuing, since by (b) rank(afa/ax 2)=P3 and by (a)f3 does 
not depend on x ~, we obtain that ~3 and therefore g3 can be made arbitrary 
time-functions. By induction using (a) and (b) it follows that gN~ can be made 
arbitrary. Since gN~ = (xN,, £N~) the time-functions £N, can be made arbitrary. 
We continue the process with the arbitrary time-functions x N1. Using (a) and (b) 
for j  = N~ + 1 it follows that the time-functions x NI+~ can be made arbitrary. Again 
by induction g~2 are arbitrary time-functions. Write g N2 = (x N2, £N~) and continue 
again with x N~ till gN~ is reached. By Assumption 7 and (d) it follows that the 
functions C~,..., Cq can be permuted in such a way that (with ker P* = S*) 
P* + span(dC1 . . . . .  dCq} = P* + span{dC~+~,..., dCq}, 
where (q - x) + dim P* = dim(P* + span{dC1,..., dCq}), and the Jacobian matrix 
(aC,/a£~), i=s+l , . . . ,q ,  j= l , . . . , k ,  
is invertible. Since the time-functions ;N, , . .  -, £N k can all be made arbitrary, it 
follows that the last (q -  s) components of w ~ R ~ are arbitrary time-functions. 
The theorem now follows from Corollary 4.6. [] 
Now let us assume that we have obtained an input-output realization (4.53) 
of the external system (4.1). As in the third step of the linear realization procedure 
we now wish to obtain a minimal input-output realization. This can be done in 
the following way. Consider the extended system [14] of (4.53): 
=f(x2' U)}u, v ~ R q-', 
t i=v 
(4.56a) 
where v are the new inputs (i.e., we have added (q - s) integrators to the system 
and u has become part of the state). Take as the output mapping the mapping 
from the extended state (x 2, u) to the whole vector of external variables 
w=col(h(x 2, u), u)=:C(x 2, u). (4.56b) 
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Define for simplicity the following vector fields on M2x Rq-s: 
a 
a(x  2, u )=f (x  2, U)~x , 
0 
Bj(x 2, u) = 0---u-.-.' j = 1 , . . . ,  q - s. 
Furthermore, define the distribution B and codistribution B ± as 
B(x2, u) = span {-~u , . . . , . O- "~ , 
dUq-sJ 
ker B ~- = B. 
(4.57) 
(4.58) 
Now set up the controlled invariant codistribution algorithm (introduced in [8] 
and [7]) for (4.56), i.e., define the increasing sequence of codistributions 
12o =dC,  
(4.59) 
q--s 
~'~k = ~'~k-1 "{- LA(B ± n 12k-x) + E Lsj( B± n 12k-,), k = 1, 2 , . . . .  
j= l  
with C=(C1, . . . ,  Cq) and dC the codistribution span{dC, i= 1 , . . . ,  q}. We 
shall make the following assumption throughout. 
Assumption 8. The dimensions of the codistributions ~'~k and B±t~12k, k= 
0, 1,..., are constant. 
By the finite-dimensionality of M2× R q-s it follows that algorithm (4.59) 
terminates in a finite number of steps, i.e., there exists a k < dim(M 2 x R q-s) such 
that 
~'~k+l ~- ~'~k and ~k+l = 12k, 1 = 2, 3 , . . . .  (4.60) 
Denote 12"= 12k. It follows that ~* is the minimal locally controlled invariant 
codistribution containing the codistribution dC (see [8], [7]). Recall that a 
codistribution ~ on ME× R q-s is locally controlled invariant for (4.56) if 
LA(B J- ~ ~)  c 12, (4.61 a) 
LBj(B±c~f~)c12, j= l , . . . ,q -s .  (4.61b) 
It follows from (4.61b) (see [14]) that the distribution ker12* on M2xR q-s 
projects (under the natural projection from ME× R q-s to M 2) to a distribution 
A* on M 2. Furthermore, since 12 is regular and B ± n 12" has constant dimension, 
A* is a regular distribution. Hence M E can be (at least) locally factored out by 
A* to obtain a smaller state space manifold M 3. In order to do this globally, we 
need: 
Assumption 9. There exists a manifold M 3 and a surjective submersion ~r: M2--~ 
M 3 such that ker ~r, = A*. 
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Under these assumptions the original input-state-output system (4.53) living 
on M 2 projects (under or) to an input-state-output system living on M 3, 
~s =f(x3, u), ueRq-s / 
x 3 c M 3, (4.62) 
y=h(x3, u), yER ~ J 
with the same external behavior. Furthermore, (4.62) is minimal in the sense 
defined in [14] and [15]. In particular, if h in (4.62) does not depend on u then 
(4.62) is locally weakly observable [15]. 
In case we do  not have an input-output realization (4.53) of the external 
system (4.1), but only the driven state space realization (4.52)= (4.33) we can 
apply the same reduction procedure as above to the driven state space system. 
That is, we have to compute the minimal ocally controlled invariant distribution 
l-l* on M 1 for (4.52), i.e., the minimal codistribution such that 
LL(~* n g~ ) c ~*, 
1 , (4.63) Lej(l-I ng±) c 1~*, j = 1 , . . . ,  m, 
span{dG], . . . ,  dGlq} cl l*, 
where g* is the codistribution defined by 
ker g± = span{g~,... ,  g~m}. (4.64) 
As a matter of fact, even if (4.52) admits an input-output realization (4.53), it is 
still advisable first to reduce (4.52) in the above way, and then to convert his 
reduced-order d iven state space system to an input-state-output system. 
Remark. In the linear case it can be proved (see [19]) that in this case the 
resulting input-state-output system is automatically minimal 
We remark that in the procedure for obtaining an input-output realization 
(4.53) from a driven state space realization (4.52), so far we have only considered 
permutations in the w-vector such that w = col(y, u). It Is clear that if we allow 
for more general transformations on R q, the space of external variables, then we 
have more freedom in the selection of inputs and outputs. Assumptions 7, 
especially, can obviously be relaxed. In the linear case it is easily proven that 
with general (nonsingular) transformations on R q we can always obtain an 
input-output realization without he feedthrough term D [22-24]. 
Finally, let us illustrate the realization procedure given in this section by the 
following example, considered in a related context by Freedman and Willems 
[4]. Let Y= U=R m, and let W= Yx U with coordinates w= (y, u). Consider 
the external system (in input-output form (1.6)) 
R,(y,u,S,,ft):=pi-a,(y,u, ft)=O, i= l , . . . ,m,  (4.65) 
for certain smooth functions ai. 
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Denote a(y, u, ti) = col(a~(y, u, t~),. . . ,  am(y, u, ti)). In the first step of the 
realization procedure we consider the driven state space system 
(i °'m i) d = o o ~ . , . ,  o o 
0 0 
z=~-a(y,  u, f~). 
0 0 51 
+ 0 52 ' 
Im 
(4.66) 
The characteristic numbers p~, i = 1,..., m, are all zero and the A-matrix is given 
as  
A(y, u, y,, f,) = lm :: --~--~(y, U, ti) . (4.67) 
Clearly, rank A = m and so Assumption 4 is satisfied. By Theorems 4.2 and 4.3 
the maximal controlled invariant submanifold contained in z = 0 is given as 
N* = ((y, u,p, ti)l)- a(y, u, t0=0} 
and the driven state space system on M x := N* 
--d[Y~u = [a(y,u, + ( ! )  , 
dtlti) I 0 (4.68) 
w=(y, u) 
(with v = 52) is a driven state space realization of (4.65). 
In the second step of the realization procedure we have to consider the 
$*-algorithm corresponding to (4.68). First, S~=span{a/ati l , . . . ,a/atim} is 
clearly involutive and of constant dimension. $2 is spanned by $1 and all Lie 
brackets 
, , (y , . ,u)  + 0.j 
ui h . (4.69) 
i= l  • 0u l  
Clearly, $2 has constant dimension. Consider the Lie bracket of the following 
vector fields in Sz: 
[ ~aa_~,, . a a a ]  a~a, . . a 
-,_-2",Otij LY'U'U)'oy, 0uj'0~i, = ,=, '~ a,,a------~j(Y'U'U)~yi" (4.70) 
If 02a~/(atil atij) # 0, then (4.70) is not contained in $2. Hence $2 is involutive 
only if the functions ai(y, u, f~) are all atfine in ti, i.e., of the form 
a(y, u, ~) = b(y, u)+ ~ q(y, u)ftj (4.71) 
j= l  
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for certain smooth mappings b, Cl, . . .  , Crn : ~m X R m "> R m. Then by (4.69) 
$2 = span .. ~- c~(y, u) .. - -+  c~(y, u) 
'" 'Ol~m'OUl i= l  ' "  '0Um i=i  
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(4.72) 
with cj(y, u) = col(cJ(y, u) , . . . ,  c']'(y, u)), j = 1 , . . . ,  m. 
Now consider the Lie bracket 
,=1 u) '0u, ,=1 
lacl acj m fool ,  acj ,~  a 
= ~ |~  - -C j  - - - -E  l - - .  ,=l\0uj aut~lkay ,  ay, ]Jcgy, (4.73) 
It follows that $2 is involutive if and only if all expressions (4.73) are zero. Then 
$2 = S*, and so the conditions of Theorem 4.8 are satisfied. Hence there exists 
an input-output realization of (4.65). This realization is constructed by noting 
that the vanishing of (4.73) is the classical integrability condition for the existence 
of a smooth map k: R m x R m --> R m such that (see [20]) 
ak ~ui(x,u)=ci(k(x,u) ,u) ,  i= l , . . . ,m,  xcR  m, 
(x, u)~--~(k(x, u), u) is a ditteomorphism. (4.74) 
Define now (see [15]) 
l(x, u):= (x, u) b(k(x, u), u), (4.75) 
then the input-state-output system 
£ = l(x, u), (4.76) 
y = k(x, u) 
is an input-output realization of (4.65). 
Furthermore, since the map (x, u )~ c (k(x, u), u) is a ditteomorphism, the 
minimal locally controlled invariant codistribution containing dC equals the 
whole cotangent space to (x, u)~ Rmx R' ,  and hence (4.76) is a minimal input- 
output realization. 
We note that for this example it can even be proved that the involutivity 
conditions consisting of (4.71) and the vanishing of (4.73) are also necessary for 
the existence of an input-output realization; we refer to the proof given in [4]. 
5. External Systems with Internal Variables and Interconnections of 
Input-State-Output Systems 
As already mentioned in Section 1, a more general form of the external systems 
R,(w, rO,. . . ,w (k))=O, i= l , . . . , I ,  w~R q, (5.1) 
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we have considered so far, are external systems described by higher-order differen- 
tial equations in the external variables w and some internal variables ~: 
"Pt(w,~i,, . . . . .  W(k),~,~,...,~:(k))=0, i= l , . . ; , l ,  WER q, ~R ~. 
(5.2) 
In modeling systems one is often naturally led to such a form (e.g., (nonlinear) 
electrical networks with w the currents and voltages at the external ports and 
some internal currents and voltages). Note that state space systems are also of 
this form. Hence the realization of (5.2) can be interpreted as a procedure to 
bring (5.2), by equivalence operations, acting on the class of systems (5.2), into 
a particular form of (5.2), namely a state space system. (This point of view was 
stressed in [19].) 
Remark. To be precise, one should allow ¢ in (5.2) to belong to an arbitrary 
s-dimensional manifold. This generalization leaves the results of this section 
invariant. (Analogously, w can be allowed to be an element of an arbitrary 
q-dimensional manifold, see [15].) 
In the linear case, (5.2) takes the form 
where P and Q are polynomial matrices. This clearly encompasses the form 
proposed earlier in [13] and [25]: 
R d P(d)z ( t )=Q(d)u( t ) ;  y(t )= ( -d t )z ( t )+s(d)u( t )  (5.4) 
with external variables w = col(y, u) and internal variables z. A realization pro- 
cedure for (5.3) has been given in [19], while one can also transform (by operations 
on P and Q) equations (5.3) into the form R(d/dt)w(t)=0 (see [23], [24]) and 
then apply the realization procedures for this case [19], [23], [24]. 
Let us now consider the nonlinear case (5.2). Our goal will be to show how 
the realization procedure of Section 4 can be immediately generalized to this 
more general case. Denote z = col(w, ~) ~ R q+s, and associate with (5.2) the driven 
state space system 
with output functions 
e, (z ,  ~, . . . , z (k~) ,  
. . . . . .  /q  s 
i=1 , . . . , / .  
(5.5a) 
(5.55) 
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Assume, in analogy with Assumptions 3 and 4: 
Assumption 10. The functions Pi, i = 1, . . . ,  l, are not constant. 
Assumption 11. 
some j ~ {1, . . . ,  q + s} and some (z, i , . . . ,  Z (k)) E R (k+l)(q+s) 
0P, 
ozTC_o,) ( z, ~, . . . , z (k)) ~ o. 
Then the lx  (q+s)  matrix A with (i,j)th element (5.6) has rank I. 
For any i = 1 . . . .  , I let pl be the smallest integer such that for 
(5.6) 
Under these assumptions there exists, by Theorems 4.2 and 4.3, a maximal 
controlled invariant submanifold N* for (5.5a) contained in the set Pl . . . . .  Pt = 
0 and a driven state space system living on N* (see (4.33)) 
~1 = gl(x1 ) + ~ 13jgl(xl), X 1 E M 1 := N*. (5.7a) 
j=t 
Since N*cR ~k+~)~+') the projection of N* onto the first q components of 
R ~k+n~q+s) is a smooth mapping. Hence we obtain smooth output functions 
wj = G)(xl),  j = 1, . . . ,  q. (5.7b) 
As in Section 4, the driven state space system (5.7) is by construction a driven 
realization of the external system (5.2). In order to obtain a (minimal) input- 
output realization we have to proceed as in steps 2 and 3 of Section 4. We have 
therefore reduced the realization of external systems (5.2) to the realization of 
external systems (5.1). 
Let us now apply the above theory to the problem of well-posedness of 
interconnections of systems. First let us consider a feedback connection. (This 
example was treated for the linear case in [19].) Consider two input-state-output 
systems 
~, =f , (x , ,  u,) 
y,  = h , (x i ,  ul ) j  i = 1, 2. (5.8) 
The second system is placed in a feedback loop for the first system, and so we 
have the additional interconnection equations 
u2=Yl ,  
y = y~, (5.9) 
Ul=u+y2.  
Clearly, (5.8) together with (5.9) defines an external system (5.2) with 
external variables w = col(y, u)~ W = Y x U, and internal variables 
~= col(x~, x2, y~, Y2, Ua, u2). Substitution of (5.9) into (5.8) yields the driven 
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state space realization 
Xl =fl(Xl, Ul), 
x2 =f2(x2, hl(xl, ui)), 
y = hi(x1, ul), 
u = ul - h2(x2, hi(x1, ul)), 
(5.10) 
with state col(x~, x2) and driving variables u~. (This same realization can also 
be formally obtained using the procedure given above.) Write 
F(xl,  x2, ul)= col(hi(x1, ul), Ul- h2(x2, hi(x1, ul))). (5.11) 
It follows that the Jacobian matrix 
8F Oul (xl' ul) 
- - - -  ah2 ahl (5.12) 
is always injective. Hence, by the implicit function theorem we can (locally) 
define coordinates (y', u') for W in which coordinates F takes the form (see [14]) 
F(xl,  x2, ul) = ( p(x ' '  X2' ul) = y') \ ul = u' " (5.13) 
Hence we obtain (locally) the input-output realization 
21 =fl(x1, u'), 
22 =f2(x2, hi(x,, u')), (5.14) 
y '=  F(xi ,  x2, u'), 
which may already be minimal, or otherwise can be reduced to a minimal one 
as in Section 4. In (5.14) (y', u') are the new coordinates for W = Y x U and so 
u' is a function of the old inputs u and the old outputs y. It follows from (5.12) 
that u' can be taken equal to u if and only if the matrix 
Oh2 Ohl 
I - 8u2 (x2, hi(x1, ul)) ~ul(Xl, ul) (5.15) 
is injective. This condition, at least in the linear case, is usually imposed as a 
requisite for "well-posedness" of the connection. However, as was already noted 
in [19], the connection is always well-posed in the sense of (5.14), and the extra 
condition (5.15) only ensures that we can take u as input in the input-output 
realization (5.14). 
Finally, let us consider interconnections given by constraints on the outputs. 
(This kind of interconnection is often encountered in mechanics.) Let 
x, =fi(x,, ul), Yi~ R v', u, c R '~, ] (5.16a) 
i=1,2,  
yi = hi(xi, ui), xi ~ M i, dim M i = n~ (5.16b) 
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be two input-state-output systems, with additional constraints of the form 
/-/j (Yl, Y2) = 0, j = 1, . . . ,  r. (5.17) 
Equations (5.16) together with (5.17) form an external system (5.2) with external 
variables w = col(y1, Y2, Ul, u2) and internal variables Xl and x2. Define the map 
H as col(Hi , . . . ,  Hr). Then the matrix A as in (5.6) is given as (under the 
assumption that the functions Hi in (5.17) are not constant, see Assumption 3) 
/ 0 0 0 0 --In1 0 
f 0 0 0 0 0 -I~: 
Oh1 Oh1 
o - -  o - -  o 
Out 8xl 
A = (Yl, Y2, ut, U2, Xl, X2)" (5.18) 
0 --Ip2 0 c9h2 0 Oh-'-~2 
Ou2 Ox2 
IO~ OHOOOOOy 2 
It is clear that A is surjective if and only if 
/ -I~ 0 0 8hl 8u, 
0 -I~ 0 Oh--2: (5.19) 
Ou2 
OH OH 0 0 Oyt Oy2 
is sur iective. Some elementary matrix operations show that this is the case if and 
only if the matrix 
[0~(y I Oh, OH, "oh2" u2)] (5.20) ' Y2)O-~Ul (Xl' Ul) -~2u2tYI,Y2)~2(X2, 
is surjective. This can be alternatively seen by substituting (5.16b) into (5.17) and 
defining 
G(xi, x2, Ul, u2) = H(hl(Xl, u,), h2(x2, u2)). (5.21) 
Then the external system (5.16) with (5.17) is equivalent to (5.16) together with 
G(x,, x2, Ul, u2)=0. The matrix A for this second description is equal to the 
matrix A of (5.18), except for its last block row which equals 
[0 00G OG 00]  u2 (5.22) 
This matrix A is surjective if and only if the matrix 
is surjective. Clearly, (5.23) equals (5.20). 
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Concluding, if (5.20) (or (5.23)) is surjective then there exists a driven state 
space realization of the external system defined by the interconnection (5.17). 
Using the fact that the A-matrix only depends on (Xl, x2, ul, u=) it is easy to see 
that this driven state space realization satisfies the conditions of Theorem 4.8 
and hence an input-output realization also exists. 
6. Equivalence Transformations on External Systems 
In this section we discuss the generality or restrictiveness of Assumption 4 as 
stated in Section 4. This assumption was needed in order to obtain a driven state 
space realization of an external system 
Ri(w,~b,...,w (k))=O, i=1, . . . , I ,  weR q. (6.1) 
Recall that for any i the characteristic number pi is the smallest integer for which 
there exists a j e {1 , . . . ,  q} such that 
ORi w(k) aw(-~-~, ) ( w ,  ¢v, . . . , ~ 0 
for some (w, ~b, . . . .  w(k))~ R(k+I)L (By Assumption 3 the functions R~ are not 
constant, and so Pt <- k, i = 1 , . . . ,  l.) In Assumption 4 it is assumed that the rank 
of the matrix A(w, ~b,..., w (k)) with the (i, s)th element defined as 
OR~ w~k) ) 
Ow(-~-zp,) (w, vO . . . .  , (6.2) 
equals 1 for all (w, ~ , . . . ,  w(k)). 
Let us first investigate this assumption in the linear case (see Section 2) 
R ~-~ w(t )=0,  (6.3) 
where R(s) is an arbitrary 1 x q polynomial matrix. It is clear that for i = 1 . . . . .  I, 
the number (k-p~) equals the degree of the ith row (i.e., the highest power of 
s appearing in the ith row) of R(s). Furthermore, we have 
R(s) = diag(sk-p,)A +L(s), (6.4) 
o,) is the lx  ! diagonal matrix with s (k-p,) on the (i, i)th place, A 
." q matrix, and L(s) is an I x q polynomial matrix such that the 
th row of L(s) is less than k -p i .  Hence, in the linear case the 
~stant matrix (not depending on (w, ~b,..., w(k))) and Assumption 
that rank A = I. This last condition is actually well known in the 
lomial matrices; R(s) is called a row proper polynomial matrix 
lg, in the linear ease (6.3) Assumption 4 is satisfied if and only if 
~per. 
investigate the restrictiveness of the assumption of row-properness 
e the notion of equivalence transformation of a linear external 
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system (6.3) (see [19]). Recall that an l x l  polynomial matrix U(s) is called 
unimodular if 
det U(s) = constant ~ 0 (6.5) 
or, equivalently, if U(s) has a polynomial inverse. Now consider instead of (6.3) 
the external system 
/~(d)  w(t) =0, (6.6) 
with/~(s) := U(s)R(s). We claim that the external behavior of (6.6) equals the 
external behavior of (6.3). Indeed, let w(t) satisfy (6.3). Denote the ith row of 
R(s) by 
R'(s) = (R~(s),. . . ,  R~(s)). (6.7) 
Then w(t) satisfies the l higher-order equations 
wl(t)+R2 q.dt. wq(t)=O, i= l , . . . , l .  
(6.8) 
It follows that w(t) also satisfies the prolonged equations 
d d~'(R~(d)w, ( t )+R2(-~)w2(t )+. .  R~(d)wq( t ) )=O (6.9) 
dt ~, 
for any integer v~ >-0. Premultiplication of R(s) by a polynomial matrix U(s) 
means that the I equations given by R(d/dt)w(t) = 0, with/~(s) = U(s)R(s), are 
just linear combinations of equations (6.8) and (6.9). Hence w(t) also satisfies 
R(d/dt)w(t) =0. Conversely, if w(t) satisfies R(d/dt)w(t)=0, then we prove 
that R(d/dt)w(t) = 0, since R(s) = U-l(s)R(s). (Here we use the fact that U(s) 
is unimodular.) A transformation from (6.3) to (6.6) leaving the external behavoir 
invafiant is called an equivalence transformation. Hence, to every I x I unimodular 
matrix there corresponds an equivalence transformation. Conversely, it is easy 
to show that if (6.3) and (6.6) define the same external behavior, then there exists 
a unimodular matrix U(s) with/~(s) = U(s)R(s) (see [19]). 
Returning now to the assumption of row-properness we have the following 
basic proposition (see, for instance, [25]). Since we wish to generalize this 
proposition to the nonlinear case we also include a full proof. 
Proposition 6.1. Let R ( s ) be an I x q polynomial matrix. Then there exists an I x 1 
unimoduIar matrix U ( s ) such that 
where R(s) is an l' x q row-proper matrix (with l'<_ l) and 0 denotes the ( l - l') x q 
zero matrix. 
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Proof. Denote the degree of the ith row R(s) by o'i. Write, as in (6.4), 
R(s) = diag(s~,)A +L(s), (6.11) 
with the degree of the ith row of L(s) strictly less than o-i. If rank A = l we take 
U(s) to be the identity matrix and we are done. Suppose rank A </. Denote the 
rows of R(s) by R~(s) and the rows of A by A ,  i = 1 , . . . , / .  Then there exist 
nontrivial constants a~ such that 
l 
E ct,A,=O. (6.12) 
i=l  
Now let gj be the largest integer for which aj in (6.12) is not zero (~ need not 
be unique). Then the expression 
1 
E ctis~-'~'R~(s) (6.13) 
i=l  
is a row vector of polynomials. Furthermore, by (6.12) the degree of this row 
vector is strictly less than trj. Define the matrix U(s) as the l × l identity matrix 
with the jth row replaced by 
(a l  S°'j-crl, 012 Strj-tr2 . . . .  , ctqs~J-% ). (6.14) 
U(s) is unimodular since 09 ~ O. It follows that the row degree of the jth row of 
U(s)R(s) is strictly less than %. If U(s)R(s) is row proper we are done. Otherwise 
we repeat he above procedure for U(s)R(s). Since in every step the degree of 
one row of the polynomial matrix R(s) decreases, we obtain after a finite number 
of steps a row-proper matrix, or a row-proper matrix stacked with some zero 
rows as in (6.10). [] 
It immediately follows from this proposition that for a linear external system 
(6.3) there always exists an equivalence transformation (given by a unimodular 
matrix U(s)) which transforms (6.3) into 
/~ ~ w(t)=0, (6.15) 
with/~(s) and l 'x q row-proper matrix ( l ' - l ) .  (Clearly, we may leave out the 
( l -  l') zero equations.) Hence Assumption 4 is no loss of generality in the linear 
case. 
Let us now try to generalize this to nonlinear systems (6.1). First we shall 
single out a class of equivalence transformations, acting on the defining equations 
(6.1), which is big enough for our purposes. Denote the time-derivatives of
R~(w, ~i,,..., w ok)) up to an arbitrary order v~ by 
(,.-'~) . . Ck)x  _ d Riz. 
Ri (~ ,w, . . . ,~) -  d--~-~w,w,...,w~k~). (6.16) 
It is clear that if a time-function w(t) satisfies, for a certain j, Rj( w, ~/,,..., w ~k~) =O, 
then w(t) also satisfies, for any vj ~-0, 
R)~(w, ~i,,..., w ~k~) = 0. (6.17) 
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Now consider smooth functions ¢: R~--> R such that 
¢(0, 0 , . . . ,  0) = 0, (6.18a) 
~b(., 0 , . . . ,  0): R~R is a diffeomorphism. (6.18b) 
Let s c {1,.. . ,  l}. Replace the set of equations (6.1) by a set of equations of 
the form 
Ri(w,~b,.. . ,w(k))=O, i=1 , . . . ,  1, i~s ,  (6.19a) 
¢(R,, R~V,),..., R~r  '), R~4p), . . . ,  R~'))(w, ~, . . . ,  w (k)) = 0. (6.19b) 
It immediately follows that the external behavior defined by (6.19) equals the 
external behaviour of (6.1). Indeed, let w(t) satisfy (6.1.). Then, trivially, w(t) 
satisfies (6.19a). Furthermore, w(t) satisfies (6.17) for any j = 1 ..... , I and ~'i -> 0. 
Hence, by (6.18a), w(t) satisfies (6.19b). Conversely, let w(t) satisfy (6.19). Then, 
by (6.19a) and (6.17) for j#  s, we see that w(t) satisfies 
¢(R~(w, Ib,..., w(k)), 0, . . . ,  0) =0. (6.20) 
By (6.18b) it follows that R~(w,~b,..., w¢k))=0, and so w(t) satisfies (6.1). 
Concluding, any ¢ satisfying (6.18) defines an equivalence transformation from 
(6.1) to (6.19). 
For technical resons we actually need in the sequel asomewhat weaker concept 
of equivalence transformation, called a local equivalence transformation. These 
are obtained by considering smooth functions ¢ satisfying (6.18) which are only 
defined on an open neighborhood of0 e R z, i.e., smooth functions ¢: U-> R, with 
U an open neighborhood of 0 e R ~, such that 
¢(0, 0 , . . . ,  0) -- 0, (6.21a) 
(b(!, 0 . . . .  ,0) is a local diffeomorphism around 0 e R. (6.21b) 
Notice that by the inverse function theorem, (6.21b) can be replaced by 
0~(0, 0 , . . . ,  0) # 0. (6.22) 
1 
In order to generalize Proposition 6.1 using this class of local equivalence 
transformations, weneed the following technical lemma. 
Lemma 6.2. Let fl . . . . .  , ft be functions on a manifold M such that the dimension 
of the codistribution span{dfl,..., dr1} is constant. Suppose there exist functions 
A2,. •., At on M such that 
df~ = A2 df2 + . " " + Az df~. (6.23) 
Then there exists a smooth function dp : U--> R, with U c R I an open neighbourhood 
of O~R l, such that 
d(¢ o (f~,...  , f ) )  = 0 (6.24) 
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and 
$(0 , . . . ,  0) = 0, (6.25a) 
~(o, o) ~ o. 0, . . . ,  (6.25b) 
Proof. Define the map F: M --> R ~ by F = ( f l , . . .  ,J~). It follows that the distribu- 
tion D = F , (TM)  on R t has constant dimension less than /. Hence, by the 
Frobenius theorem, there exists a function ~b with a nonvanishing differential on 
a neighborhood U of 0e R t such that dqb(X) =0, for any vector field X ~ D. We 
may choose $ to satisfy (6.25a). Furthermore, by (6.23) we may choose ~b also 
to satisfy (6.25b). It follows that 
0 = F*(d~b) = d(F*cb)  (6.26) 
and because F*~b = ~b o (f l ,--- ,3~) we obtain (6.24). [] 
Now let us consider the case that for a given external system (6.1) the matrix 
A(w,  ~b, . . . ,  w (k)) does not have rank l everywhere, and so Assumption 4 is not 
satisfied. In order to deal with this case we add the following regularity: 
Assumption 12. The rank of the matrix A(w,  tO,..., w ~k)) is constant. 
Denote the rows of the matrix A by Ai(w,  . . . .  w(k)). Since 
rank A(  w, ¢e,. . . ,  w (k)) < l there exist nontrivial functions ai( w, ~b,. . . ,  w (k)) such 
that 
l 
~'. aiAi = 0. (6.27) 
i=1  
Now let Ps be the smallest integer for which the function a s in (6.27) is not 
identically zero (pj need not be unique). The following additional regularity 
assumption is needed. 
Assumption 13. The function a s is nowhere zero. 
Then there exist functions A1 . . . . .  Aj_I, Aj+~,..., At such that 
Aj = A ,A ,  +" .  + As_~Aj_, + As+IAs+ 1+. . .  + ZlA,. (6.28) 
Recall from the proof of Theorem 4.3 that for 0 -  < vi<-pi, i = 1 , . . . ,  l, we have 
d ., 
R~ ~,)= • R, = L~'oR, (6.29) 
dt ~, 
v i where L~oRt is of the form of (4.27), and that 
a p,  . 
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Furthermore, a closer inspection shows that for i = 1 , . . . ,  1 
( o.L__~,,_,,j)~ a ~p_,,; ) Ai = ~ow~k-p j )~g0 . . , ,  . . ,  ow(k_p j  ) Lg  o R,_ (6.31) 
since p~ -> pj for i = 1 , . . . ,  1. Now consider the function Rj together with the l -  1 
functions 
L(',-PJ)R i = 1, , j  - 1, j  + 1, I, (6.32) 
go -~ i ,  . . . .  " " , 
As functions of (w~k-P? , . . . ,  W~k-P?). Application of Lemma 6.1 yields the 
existence of a smooth function ~b: U c Rl-> R, with U an open neighborhood of 
0~ R t, such that 
~b(0, . . . ,  0) =0, ~y~ (0, 0 , . . . ,  0) # 0, (6.33) 
- T(PI--Pj) D T(Pj-I-Pj) Jr~ T(Pj+1-Pj) R I.(Pt)R,~ 
aW~-p j )~(" ,  "-'go " " , "  • " ,  ~eo  " ' J - ' ,  "~go j+ l , . . . ,  --~o - - , ,  
x (w, ~b,. . . ,  w (k)) = O, s = 1, . . . ,  q. (6.34) 
As we saw above, 4) defines a local equivalence transformation from (6.1) to 
the external system obtained from (6.1) by replacing the equation 
Rj (W,  #,  . . . . .  W (k)) =0 in (6.1) by 
4~(Rj, r(p~-pj)o r(pj-~-p,)o r(pj+~-pj)~ I (p~)~ "~ 
~g0 XX l~ • • • , X - 'go  " ~t 'L j - - I~  J " rgo  ~ j+l ,  • • • ~ ~go IXl] 
x (w, ~b,..., w (k)) = 0. (6.35) 
For this newly defined external system the characteristic numbers are the same, 
except for the jth one which is, by (6.34), strictly less than pj. If the A-matrix 
of the newly defined system equals l (and so satisfies Assumption 4), then we 
may replace (6.1) by this newly defined system (which is locally equivalent o 
it). If not, then we can repeat he above procedure (under Assumptions 12 and 
13 for the newly defined system). Repeating this there are two possibilities: 
(1) After a finite number of steps we obtain an A-matrix which satisfies 
Assumption 4. 
(2) After a finite number of steps we obtain an A-matrix for which (possibly 
after a permutation of the rows) the first l' ( l '< l) rows are indepenent 
while the last ( l - l ' )  rows are zero. Let the defining equations of this 
final external system be 
/~,(w, ~b,..., w (k)) = O, i = 1 . . . .  , I. (6.36) 
Necessarily the characteristic numbers p~, i = l - l '+ 1 , . . . ,  l, are equal to 
k. Hence the last l -  l' functions R~, i = l -  l '+ 1 , . . . ,  l, are constant func- 
tions, 
Clearly, in case (1) we can transform (6.1) to an external system satisfying 
Assumption 4. In case (2) we obtain an external system satisfying Assumption 4: 
f~(W, fC, . . . ,  w(k?)=O, i= l , . . . , l ' ,  (6.37) 
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together with some equations 
/~, = 0, i= l - l '+ l , . . . ,  1, (6.38) 
where/~i are constants. I f  these constants are all zero we may leave out equations 
(6.38) and if not then equations (6.38) are inconsistent, and a solut ion does not 
exist. Summariz ing,  we have obtained 
Theorem 6.3. Consider an external system (6.1). Under Assumptions 12 and 13 
there exists a local equivalence transformation transforming (6.1) into an external 
system satisfying Assumption 4, possibly together with some equations (6.38) which 
are trivially satisfied or inconsistent. 
Remark. Note that the external system (6.37) together with (6.38) does not 
satisfy Assumpt ion 3. 
Concluding,  apart  from the fact that the equations defining an external system 
may be inconsistent (take, for instance, the external system ~b = 0, ~i,-1 = 0, 
w ~ R), we have obtained (under the constant rank assumptions,  Assumpt ions 12 
and 13) a complete nonl inear analogue of  Proposit ion 6.1. Notice, however, that 
we did not obtain a complete nonl inear general izat ion of  the operat ion of  
premult ip l icat ion of a po lynomial  matrix R(s)  with a un imodular  matrix. 
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